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The health care reform of 2010 passed because it was the bill that could 
get support from the median member of the House and marginal member 
(either fiftieth or sixtieth, depending on the legislative vehicle) of the Sen-
ate. Being central, however, is not the same thing as winning. Even as col-
leagues to their left likely feel the swing legislators had disproportionate 
influence, the situation probably looked to those pivotal legislators like an 
extremely dangerous dilemma. They were right. But the danger had two 
dimensions: political dangers for themselves and their party’s majority 
and the risk that policy would be incoherent.

Political Dangers

In the 111th Congress, health reform agenda setting created political 
dynamics that looked to many Democrats like a lose- lose political situa-
tion. Swing voters in the legislative battle were put in a situation in which 
they feared they could appear to be either out of touch with their districts 
or complicit members of an inept governing party. The legislation passed 
in part because, by advocating it, the president put his most vulnerable 
copartisans in a dangerous bind. Creation of the choice situation defined 
the status quo as something worse than “no change” —  at least in terms 
of the image of the Democrats.1 If voters usually worry more about losses 
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1. This is an important point in terms of the spatial- modeling approach to understanding 
politics. The median legislator was not comparing change simply to a reversion point that con-
sisted of the status quo. In that situation the legislator’s personal view of the status quo and its 
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than gains and if legislators take positions in part based on whether they 
feel they can explain a position in response to criticisms, then legislators’ 
personal policy preferences and their political calculations should weight 
negative preferences (“not that”) more strongly than positive preferences 
(“yes, that”). So what did the swing legislators want, and what did they 
want to avoid?

Each legislator is unique. But the core swing votes in both chambers 
pretty much shared the views of the House Blue Dog Democrats, who 
represent themselves as particularly interested in balancing the federal 
budget and who generally do not take an oppositional stance toward busi-
ness, particularly their local business interests, or the wealthy, particularly 
their local elites.

They are not modern Republicans because they feel there is a role for 
government other than national defense and regulating behavior; thus they 
want to balance the budget, not just shrink it to nothingness. They also 
seem much more likely to believe that society should help people who 
could not afford health insurance, and they are especially interested in 
helping rural areas. Blue Dogs’ highest stated priority was cost control in 
order to “get our nation’s fiscal house back in order” (Blue Dog 2009a). 
Representing districts where patriotism is highly valued, they were not 
going to defend any policy as doing what other countries did. Instead, 
they emphasized creating a “uniquely American” system that would be 
built on “competition within the marketplace” (Blue Dog 2009a). They 
would not support the public plan unless it was effectively neutered by 
being entirely separate from Medicare (Blue Dog 2009b). The Blue Dogs 
did not want the government to compete with private insurers or exercise 
power against providers, believing this could be unfair and that it already 
led to payments being too low in rural areas. They sought reform that was 
“deficit neutral,” would “bend the cost curve in the long run,” and “main-
tain competition within the marketplace” (Blue Dog 2009c).

Not all the legislators who voted against the House bill in November 
of 2009 or its final passage in March 2010 were formally members of the 
Blue Dog Coalition. Yet two- thirds were, and others shared geographic 
and ideological profiles with the Blue Dogs even though they were not 
members of the group.2 Nor did all Blue Dogs vote against the bills —  in 

substantive popularity among constituents is weighed against his or her view of the alternative. 
Agenda setting changed the choice situation by adding a new cost to sticking with the status 
quo.

2. Twenty- eight of forty- two Democrats who voted “no” on either bill were Blue Dogs; 
twenty- one of twenty- nine who voted “no” both times were Blue Dogs. The discussion here is 
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fact, more members of the coalition (twenty- six) voted “yes” both times 
than “no.” But the southern and border- state members of the group voted 
especially heavily against the legislation, and all but one of the twenty-
 nine Democrats who voted “no” twice, not coincidentally, represented 
districts that are tough sells for their party.3

The Blue Dogs sought legislation that could not be attacked as anti-
 business or as increasing deficits. This in most cases reflected both per-
sonal preferences and what they thought could make them most vulnerable 
in their districts. Some did not get everything they wanted, but the result 
was a bill that has no public plan; that does not use regulation to control 
costs; and that the Congressional Budget Office scored as budget neutral 
or better. But that didn’t solve either their political or policy dilemmas.

It didn’t solve the political dilemma because the bill could still be 
attacked as a “big government” initiative from an African American 
president with an Arab name and a “San Francisco Democrat” House 
Speaker. Moreover, the attempt to solve the policy dilemma by achieving 
savings without (much) cost regulation in the private insurance market 
required stricter payment controls within Medicare than outside (hard to 
explain to seniors) and a cap on the tax- deductibility of benefits that is 
far more popular with economists than with voters. Both are unpopular 
with employers, a group that centrist Democrats want to support —  the 
first because it is viewed as increasing risks of cost shifts and the second 
because it gives employers only painful choices.4

Incoherent Policy

It didn’t solve the policy dilemmas because the bill still did very little to 
control national health care costs and thus to address the stated priority of 
budget- focused, business- focused Democrats. Hence the chair of the Blue 
Dog health reform task force, who voted against the bill, criticized it for 
the measures that actually saved money (e.g., the Medicare savings) and 
also for not controlling costs well enough (Ross 2010).

based on vote tallies from Wayne and Epstein 2010 and on membership from Blue Dog 2010. 
The Web site for the Blue Dogs had disappeared or was on hiatus in January of 2011; more-
 secondary sources based on different dates give slightly different membership. See also the 
discussion in Cohen and Friel 2010.

3. For more on congressional institutional dynamics, see essays by Morone, Brown, Peter-
son, and Hacker in this issue.

4. For early statements of employer opposition to reducing the tax preference, see National 
Business Group on Health 2009, American Benefits Council 2009, and ERISA Industry Com-
mittee 2009b.
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One of the questions that the editor of this journal posed for this sym-
posium was what might happen to the law in the future. Would flaws, for 
example, be likely to be repaired? It should be clear that House Repub-
licans have no interest in repairing the flaws as defined above. A more 
interesting question is whether the Democrats, if they were to regain the 
House and so be able to enact changes they approved, would be likely to 
change the law in a way that is more likely to control costs, thus making 
insurance more secure for nervous middle- class voters.

I see this as improbable. If the Democrats were to regain most of the 
seats they lost, those seats seem unlikely to be filled by liberals. Nor do I 
see why the basic attitudes of the remaining more- conservative Democrats 
would be likely to change. These legislators did not believe —  and actually 
saw great political risk —  in extending regulation beyond Medicare.

During the 2009 – 2010 debate they joined in expressing the hope that 
emphasizing prevention, doing something about variations, and material-
izing other popular dreams within the health policy community would 
save money, but they had no better idea than anyone else about how to do 
that. I can imagine business- oriented Democrats changing their position 
only if business interests also changed. But business interests in 2009 
exhibited hardly any support for regulation, focusing almost entirely on 
the theory that volume could be reduced by making care more appropriate 
(also with no good ideas about how to do that).5

The policy result for the business interests was at least as bad as for the 
centrist legislators. They ended up with hardly any implementable cost 
controls;6 a “Cadillac tax” that they widely opposed; Medicare cuts that,  
in the view of employers, threatened more cost shifting; and a new require-
ment that employers with more than fifty employees contribute to the costs 
of health insurance. The personal results, however, were not as negative 
for corporate executives as they were for the legislators. About half of the 
House Blue Dogs running for reelection lost their jobs (Terkel 2010).

To summarize, both the content of the Affordable Care Act and the 
political aftermath were heavily influenced by the preferences and politi-
cal circumstances of the legislators at the pivot point. These legislators 

5. My review of the testimony by business interests to the May 12, 2009, hearing of the Sen-
ate Finance Committee and the June 24, 2009, hearing of the House Committee on Ways and 
Means revealed only one instance of a business lobby even suggesting regulation as a fallback 
(Lee 2009b) —  in contrast to frequent objections to capping the tax expenditure and frequent 
references to how low Medicare prices cause cost shifting (often as an argument against a public 
plan linked to Medicare).

6. For more on cost- control aspects of the ACA, see essays in this issue by Oberlander, Rice, 
and Pauly.
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were put in a position that had no good political solution. The president put 
them there by pressing so hard for health care reform. The bill that passed 
was a muddle- through bill for this muddled and endangered middle. It was 
not particularly coherent as policy, and it did not solve the swing legisla-
tors’ political problems.

In spite of all its flaws, if implemented, the health care reform legisla-
tion should, according to my values, do significant good by expanding 
access to care. Whether it does even that will, of course, depend on what 
happens in 2012. If the Republicans gain control of the government, I have 
to expect the individual mandate and much more in the bill to be repealed. 
It is simply too easy a target for budget cutting: it is always easier to cut 
benefits people have yet to receive.

If the Democrats regain control of the House and keep the Senate and 
the presidency, then they will have to figure out what to do about costs 
as the law is being implemented. At that point it is hard to say what will 
happen, because the choice situation will be different. Yet I find it hard 
to believe that there will be a coherent position that resolves the swing 
legislators’ concerns even then. In 2009 – 2010 neither the status quo nor 
change was safe. That is likely to be true for the median legislator in any 
future Democratic Congress as well.
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